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RULES OF PLAY: In our opinion, each horse listed in this newsletter has a reasonable chance to win or run 
well for second. If there are two recommended horses running in the same race, play both to win and place 
and in the exacta and/or quinella. We suggest giving precedence to a selection in a more recent report or, 
if you like, play the horse with the higher odds. Notice that each newsletter has a life of one month, so you 
will be using up to four reports at the same time. If, however, you find there are too many horses to watch 
simply discard the oldest issue in the one-month cycle. Horses switching tracks remain plays, and sometimes 
become our best plays as shrewd trainers place fit horses in excellent spots on other circuits, so keep an 
eye out in these instances. Good luck and always bear in mind: Play with your head, not over it.
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in the race is listed less than 2-1 on the tote board as the 
horses near the post. The idea is to avoid races in which 
there is no clear standout favorite, the type of race in which 
the favorite is say, 5-2 or 3-1 and the second choice to it 
in price, and there are half a dozen horses in the race at 
8-1 or less. You want to knock down a well-played favorite 
if possible, because you’ll get that much better price on 
your winner if you land on the right horse.   
  The first step is to find the favorite, and examine its 
past performances to see if it is a false favorite. For pur-
poses of this system, we call the horse a false favorite if: 
 (a) Its last race was run more than a month ago;
 (b) It is stepped up in class more than 20% over the 
class value of its last race if a claiming race, or one grade 
if a non-claiming race; 
 (c) It has won less than 10% of its races, either this year 
or last year, or this year and last combined. In other words, 
if it has won 10% or more of its races this year, it qualifies; 
if last year, it also qualifies even if it did not win that often 
this year; and if it cannot qualify on either year, then it will 
not qualify on the two years combined and will have to be 
scored as a false favorite.
 (d) If it was out of the money last time out (unless the 
race was run in higher class than today’s race, in which 
case this rule is ignored);
 (e) If it has never run a good race at the distance of 
today’s race (1/16 of a mile either way). In short, if today’s 
race is at one mile and a sixteenth, the horse could qualify 
with a good race at either one mile, or one mile and an 
eighth.
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The AMERICAN TURF CLUB newsletter has become 
the best and most consistent publication available for 
horseplayers looking for fast and fit horses that are ready 
to win. Our handicappers and trackmen have made us 
successful for years, and they will keep the winners 
coming, hopefully at big odds. We're attempting to cover 
every important track in order to make this publication 
useful for bettors who take full advantage of simulcast-
ing, as well as those concentrating on a single track. 
Some of our best ideas come from the readers input, 
so if you have a question or comment, don't hesitate to 
get in touch with us.
 The following is an interesting lead about false favorites. 
With all the tracks available at simulcast outlets this may 
help catch a few winners. 
   A horse usually becomes the favorite in a race because 
it has either hot form or is dropped in class and neither of 
these advantages is necessarily a sound reason to make 
a horse a hot favorite but it often happens. There is quite 
obviously a profit potential in spotting the favorites that are 
not sound ones, provided of course; you also can spot the 
horse that figures to win if the favorite doesn’t.
 Begin by eliminating from consideration all races for 
maidens not because there is no such thing as a false 
favorite in a maiden race but because it is so often impos-
sible to find a logical choice in a field of non-winners. Also, 
don’t touch two-year-old races until late summer. This is 
not because these races do not have false favorites, but 
because in these races it is often difficult to find a logical 
horse to play even after you have decided that the favorite 
doesn’t deserve all that betting support.
 The next thing to remember is: Play only if the favorite 

FREE SAMPLE 
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4✰SPECIAL: BEST BET –ABBREVIATE: Unlucky to finish off the 
board, losing by only a length in a race she could have won if she wasn’t 
boxed-in in the stretch after a hole closed in her. Live overlay in next.
LONGSHOT –MISSCHIEF MAAS: Solid z-pattern effort for third, 
going for the lead early, falling back in the field, then coming again 
behind a runaway 3-5 favorite.

GULFSTREAM PARK WEST
BIONDETTI’S CHOICE: First starter made a good move from last in 
difficult mile turf assignment chasing a lone speed leader getting away 
with murder on the front end. Finished third and just needs a solid pace 
to chase to graduate.
COASTED: Lost the 2017 debut after a bad start, but ran big for sec-
ond and won’t be beaten in the next Graded stakes for 3yo turf fillies.
DERBY CHAMPAGNE: Closed well but too late and settled for third, 
beaten a pair of necks in first race back from a six-month layoff. Looks 
good in return from the sidelines.
EL MOZO: Missed the break and lost his best chance at the start. 
Deserves one more chance against maiden claimers.
FEARLESS PRINCESS: Didn’t miss by much after breaking slowly 
and chasing a tepid pace. Finished third behind the two big favorites 
and can upset with a better pace to chase.
LORI’S STORE: Closed well in good effort off a seven-month layoff but 
didn’t get enough pace to chase to catch the high-class front-runners. 
Can knock off similar in return from the layoff.
MAI TY ONE ON: Got beat by a runaway 1-2 favorite, but was beat of 
the rest despite breaking awkwardly and rushing up into a speed duel. 
His turn next time.
PAST TALK: First starter broke slow when not handling the rail post, 
then rushed up along the rail and won anyway, just by a neck but nev-
ertheless as much the best. Likely to repeat at the next level.
RED AGUIA: Stumbled at the start and broke poorly, then rushed up 
into a speed duel and faded due to the early efforts. Too early to give up.
REY ASTRAY: Missed the start to spot the field several lengths at the 
break and lost all chance at 5 1/2F. Worth one more try.
ZAPTUIT: Wasn’t far out of it until lacking room in some traffic late on 
the turn. Rally fell short as a result in a race where the speed didn’t stop.

A NEW TREND: Got caught in a three-length-gap speed duel and 
outlasted the early challenger to be third, again. Can shake loose up 
front and break case of third-itis.
BOY HOWDY: Settled for second, six lengths clear of third when beaten 
only by the 3-2 favorite in comeback from a six-month layoff. Try again.
CATFISH HUNTER: First starter settled for third behind a wire-to-wire 
3-5 favorite after getting stymied in traffic on multiple occasions. Just 
needs clear sailing to graduate.
CAUTIOUS GIANT: Just missed holding off the 3-5 favorite when 
second in return from a four-month layoff. Worth another try.
CONQUEST SMARTEE: Closed strong in a turf sprint and just missed 
in return from a 4 ½-month layoff. Prepped and ready now.
DANZING CANDY: Broke slow from the bad rail post in the 6 1/2F 
down the hill Joe Hernandez Stakes, then rushed up to duel and held 
on best of the speeds for third in a quick time after a blazing third-
quarter fraction. Try again off 8 ½-month layoff.
KOPITAR: First starter drew the tough one post in 6 1/2F downhill 
career debut but had run in the stretch when stuck down on the rail and 
finished third, beaten only about a length. Won’t be a maiden for long.
LINE: Stumbled badly in first start back from an eight-month layoff and 
needed the race and couldn’t recover. Live overlay needs a clean start.
OH MARVELOUS ME: Settled for second again, this time outlasting 
an early challenger until losing to a perfect-trip 3-5 favorite. His turn 
next time.
ROCKETANN: Found her best stride too late in sprint prep return 
from a four-month layoff. Looks good in return from the sidelines.
SENSE OF GLORY: Battled for the lead and held on for a clear second 
behind only a perfect set-up 6-5 favorite.
TALLY MO: Set a pressured pace and outran big odds to finish best 
of the speeds for second behind a nice-looking first starter. Was clear 
of third, and is set to graduate.
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SANTA ANITA

                

4✰SPECIAL: BEST BET –MISS BARTOLAZZO: Hooked in 
an extended duel for the lead when needing a race in return from an 
eight-month layoff. Held second in a race otherwise ruled by stalker/
closers, and is ready in second off the layoff.LONGSHOT – GATOR 
DON’T PLAY: First starter ran mid-pack after breaking slowly and 
then clipping heels to begin too far back. Too early to give up on him.
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4✰SPECIAL: HOLD ON MOMMA: Tough trip second after a 
poor start and traffic trouble on the turn and again in deep stretch. 
Better luck next time.
LONGSHOT: – SCHOUT BAY: Ran best of the rest when second 
behind only a loose lone speed runaway favorite. Don’t ignore.

BALAC: Stumbled at the start to begin too far back so his late run 
could only result in a distant third-place finish. Give him one more try.
BATTERY: Showed up off a long layoff for Pletcher and was imme-
diately claimed by Jacobson out of a second-place finish behind a 
runaway speed horse. Fits well vs. the local competition.
BETWEEN THE LINES: Came back running off an eight-month 
layoff, finishing second behind only the 1-3 favorite. Ready to win 
off the claim by Rudy.
GIANT ENDING: Stumbled and then forced to steady after the 
start, then rushed up but couldn’t catch a wire-to-wire winner that 
benefitted from this horse’s trouble to the tune of an easy solo lead. 
Can make amends.
JAMIE’S JAMMIN: Leapt up out of the starting gate then rushed 
up into a three-way duel for the lead and faded to third as a result. 
Just needs a better break.
METAURUS: Got off to a disastrous break to lose all chance at the 
start in a race ruled up front on a crawling slow pace. Live overlay.
ON THE FRINGE: The word was out on this first starter from Linda 
Rice and she delivered at first asking. Should have no trouble re-
peating at the next level.
SPIRIT LETS HEARIT: Showed speed but got hooked in a four-
length-gap speed duel and outlasted the early challenger for second. 
Ready to roll in return from a three-month layoff.
STORM PETREL: Battled for the lead on a live pace and held on 
best of the speeds for second after the two early challengers tired 
to last and next-to-last.
STORY TO TELL: Lost to his lone speed entry-mate after getting off to 
a rough start from the rail post. Just needs to get off the inside draw.
UNREPENTED: Ran a strange race for second, ¾-lengths behind 
the perfect-trip 6-5 favorite at the wire after pressing, dropping back 
to last, and then coming again in the stretch. Don’t overlook.
WINGMAN: Broke slow in first race back from a 2 ½-month layoff. 
Just needs a clean start in second race back from the sidelines.
YOUR SECRET’S SAFE: Needed a race off a 3 ½-month layoff and 
never had a chance to catch a loose-on-the-lead runaway winner. 
His turn next time.

AQUEDUCT

                

                

                

                

                

TAMPA BAY DOWNS

ARTICULATE: Set a pressured pace and held on best of the speeds 
for third, beaten just a neck and a nose by a pair of in-form stalkers. 
Remains a threat for new barn off the claim.
KIWANDA: Chased a loose lone speed runaway winning 9-5 favorite 
in return from a year layoff, but ran a live return for second and fits 
vs. the local maiden claimers.
LADDIE BOY: Bad start and wide trip en route to a mid-pack finish. 
Can rebound so don’t give up.
LIGHTHOUSE SOUND: Closed well but settled for second again, this 
time by a head behind a loose lone speed winner. Try again.
R LUCKY CHARM: Got hooked in a two-length-gap duel for the lead 
and held on to just miss by a nose and a neck when an unlucky third. 
Worth another chance.
SEEKINGTHEPERFECT: Dueled early, waited in traffic, tried to move, 
waited, and then railed and still outran 16-1 odds for third. Seeking 
a better trip in next.
THORNTON: Overcame traffic after getting boxed-in at the quarter 
pole, but swung around and won anyway. Likely repeater.
TICKER TAPE PARADE: Settled for third after a rough start and a bad 
trip, eventually getting through on the rail in the stretch but too late.
TIZ SHOPPING: Well-bet but needed a race off a seven-month layoff, 
finishing third in a race ruled by a loose-on-the-lead favorite. Ready 
to graduate.

4✰SPECIAL: –TEREZA Z: Finished a clear third but beaten 
just a nose and a head in a blanket finish after having the toughest 
trip when steadied in mid-stretch. Better luck next time.
LONGSHOT: CATSKILL FLYER: Stumbled out of the gate and 
broke slow and couldn’t catch the favored front-runners and just 
missed third by a neck. Don’t overlook.
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LAUREL PARK

CLUBMAN: Rated just off the pace, moved wide to contention, and 
weakened in the stretch when third in his latest; lightly raced 3YO 
capable of more and capable of forward move to leave maiden ranks.
IREDELL: Battled throughout and came up second best, as he 
often does, most recently; form has been very solid since claimed 
by J. Rodriguez early this year, so keep him on your tickets.
RECRUITING READY: Shook off pace pressure and drove clear 
in the lane for one-length score to live up to favored billing with 
some class relief for his latest; classy colt moves forward now.
TANGO DELTA: Rated, moved wide, and could only finish evenly 
in the lane when fourth in her latest; note, filly was up in class 
in first start for trainer M. Reid following claim, and can benefit.
ZIPPITY ZOOM: Set pace under pressure inside, dropped back, 
moved between, and came again with rally to fall a neck short in 
second as odds-on choice most recently; atones.
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4✰SPECIAL: METALLIC: Raced wide and had some traffic 
trouble when third in his favored racing debut; 3YO son of Medaglia 
d’Oro was pricey yearling buy and had trained strongly for bow, so 
stay tuned.
LONGSHOT:L X SUNRISE: Took class drop and responded with late 
run for third when making her third start of the year most recently; 
adds value to your gimmicks.

BLUE SHINE: Didn’t have needed late punch and settled for third 
when in from TAM and seeking repeat on class rise most recently; 
goes forward for solid K. Nations barn (20% wins last year).
CHECKBOUNCIN BILLY: Chased the pace and weakened to fifth 
when shooting for second straight score in her latest; can do better 
for always solid P. Farro barn.
FUNNY SURPRISE: Bobbled at the break and then moved up to 
chase in second throughout her latest on class drop; next time 
for filly who has finished on the board in eight of 10 career starts.
LILY’S PEAK: Set the pace and gave out when it counted to finish 
fifth under 10-pound “bug” D. Haddock most recently; has finished 
on the board in 26 of 40 career starts, so give another chance.
S.S. MINNOW: Gained from just off the pace and just came up 
second best in good effort most recently; stay with gelding for 
trainer M. Vera (26% wins last year).

PARX

                

4✰SPECIAL:REMAIN SILENT: Moved out and gained a 
touch for fourth, but never threatened in his latest; note, gelding was 
freshened and making his first start on class rise following claim by 
confident M. Pino barn.
LONGSHOT:JUST A TASTE: Bobbled at the break, moved up to 
chase, and weakened to finish a distant fourth behind dominant win-
ner in her first start in nearly two months; next time.

MAHONING VALLEY
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THE FRONT PAGE  (continued from page 1)

CABBY JOSHTIN: Showed speed but got caught by a runaway 
1-5 favorite. Held second and is dangerous speed vs. cheapies.
ELOQUENT MOMENT: First starter outran 10-1 odds for second 
behind only a loose lone speed 4-5 favorite. Won’t be a maiden 
for long.
FLATTER CHATTER: Just missed in first race back from an eight-
month layoff. Ready to graduate in next vs. the local maiden claimers.
IT’S YOUR NICKEL: Fair Grounds winner for McPeek will be very 
difficult to beat in the Spiral based on dominant Battaglia win.
THE GORILLA MAN: Wasn’t going to beat Tiz Sardonic Joe, but 
was five-lengths the best of the rest in second and stacks up well 
back at that level.
THE RIDGE: Clearly second best behind only a runaway winning 
2-5 favorite. Worth another shot.

TURFWAY PARK

4✰SPECIAL:– MATAR: Invaded from Calder off a four-month 
layoff and handled the local competition for second. Looks good in 
return from the sidelines.
LONGSHOT –MELLOW FELLOW: Made a move to a clear lead, but 
had to go very fast in the middle fractions to get there and still man-
aged to hold on to outrun 25-1 odds for third, four lengths clear of the 
fourth horse. Don’t overlook.

 If you cannot eliminate the favorite for any one of the five reasons 
above, then you have to say it is a logical favorite, and you won’t want to 
bet against it. However, if the horse fails to comply with ALL FIVE of the 
above requirements if it violates even ONE of them then it is considered 
a false favorite, and we will play the race and bet against the favorite. 
Now for the system to pick the horse to bet against the false favorite. 
Consider only those horses in the race (ignoring the favorite) that finished 
in the money last time out (first, second or third) in the same class as 
today’s race (or higher) not more than a month ago. If only one horse in 
the race qualifies, it is the system play automatically. 
 If two or more horses qualify, take the one that race in the highest 
class last time out. If two or more horses are tied by virtue of having 
raced in the same company last out, add up the running positions at the 
four “calls” of each horse’s last race, and the one with the lowest total is 
the play.
In the event of a tie on this count, play the horse with the best percent-
age of in-the-money races, this year and last combined. If there is still 
a tie, which will be rare, pass the race.
 Now run through those rules again and you will see that when you 
have a play, you will be backing a horse that has shown it is in good 
form, has the necessary class to win today’s race, and has been to post 
recently. This horse will have to beat other horses in the race, of course, 
but theoretically its strongest contender will be a favorite that has failed 
to qualify on at least one of five important factors date of recent race, 
class, winning average, recent form, and distance.
 Now, any one of these factors is of sufficient importance to nullify 
the chances of a favorite that is opposed by a strong contender that has 
at least three important points to recommend it, as will be the case with 
the horse you are backing to “knock down” the false favorite.
 Needless to say, there will be times when the alleged “false favorite” 
makes you look quite foolish by winning the race handily, but these 
embarrassing moments will be more than offset by the number of times 
when you back the winner and see the favorite finish “up the track”. And 
remember this important point: when you cash a bet, you’ll get a decent 
price, rarely less than 3-1 and often as high as 10-1.   
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PENN NATIONAL

ACTIVELY ENGAGED: Moved out of traffic and rallied to be third in 
blanket finish most recently; note, mare had turned back from route 
trip and figures sharper next time, so stay on board.
BEAUZIGGITY: Was hustled to stay in range, dropped back in the 
lane, and then finished with mild gain for third in acceptable effort most 
recently; fires bigger shot in upcoming third start of current form cycle.
GOLD CRESCENT: Was squeezed at the break, moved up quickly, 
shot clear on the pace, and gave out in the lane to finish third; another 
chance for trainer K. Graci.
JOHNNY JUMP UP: Gained wide from last of eight to finish fast for a 
narrowly beaten third in his second start back from December-layoff; 
primed for breakout effort now.
NOONAN ON THURSDAY: Was unhurried early in last of six behind 
a soft tempo and still finished nicely for third in solid effort; solid for 
trainer E. McClellan (23% wins last year).

                

4✰SPECIAL:J EDGAR: Was bumped at the break, raced well 
back early, and gained somewhat before he evened out late and finished 
sixth; can do more.
LONGSHOT:RHYTHM BLUES: Saved ground when an even fifth in 
his latest, and has underachieved in four starts since in from WO; give 
solid B. Kulp barn to figure out way to spring upset, as gelding brings 
touch of class.

                

                

                

4✰SPECIAL:DYNAMITE JILL: Got caught in a three-way, three-
length-gap speed duel and held on by far the best of the speeds for 
second behind only the 8-5 favorite in a race where deep closers 
ran 1-3-4.
LONGSHOT:– ARCH ARCH BABY: Pressed a live pace and was 
the only front runner still around at the finish when fourth in a race 
where closers finished 1-2-3-5-6. Don’t ignore.

BALANDEEN: Ran a distant third in 6F sprint prep return from a 3 
½-month layoff. Galloped out seven furlongs and will be ready for 
second start off the layoff.
LIL MISS BLUE EYES: The only late-runner to make a dent when 
third in a race where the front runners ran 1-2-4-5. Better than-it-looked 
effort was just a head out of second behind a runaway odds-on favorite.
MAGICIAN MAN: Had some early traffic inside when needing a 
race in return from a six-month layoff. Looms large in next vs. the 
local competition.
MR. RIGHT: Broke last when not handling the rail post, then tried to 
make headway but was shuffled back into the turn. Closed late but 
came up 1 ½-lengths short due to the early troubles. Just needs to 
get off of the rail draw.
NATURAL WONDER: Closed for second as by far the longest shot 
on the board in first race back from a five-month layoff in a tough 
spot. Don’t overlook.
P C COWBOY: Broke awkwardly and couldn’t recover for better than 
second due to the tough start. Finished 3+ lengths clear of third and 
can make amends with a better start.
SASSY OLIVIA ANN: Missed the break to start last in an 11-horse 
field, yet still managed to outrun 34-1 odds in 6F career debut for a 
late closing third. Prepped and ready and just needs a clean start.
SUGAR FOOT ANNE: Waited behind horses, squeezed through traf-
fic and ran gamely but settled for second behind a closer with clear 
sailing. Ready to graduate.
SWEET INVENTION: Showed speed but dueled in comeback from a 
year layoff, but outran the early challenger and held off the even-money 
favorite for second. Won’t be a maiden much longer.
TIZFUN: Broke near the back of a 10-horse field and then rushed up 
to press the pace, got floated wide, and managed a dead heat for 
second. Set to graduate in next off the claim.

OAKLAWN

AHOYMYCAPTAIN: Broke a step slow at 5F in career debut, but make 
a sustained run for third and just needs a better start to graduate.
ALWAYSMYPLEASURE: Broke slowly but gained good ground until 
traffic in mid-stretch halted his rally when still full of run. Settled for 
second and worth another try.
BELLA CARMELLA: Got engaged in a seven-length-gap battle for 
the lead and got caught as a result. Can make amends vs. similar.
COUNTESS ST MICHELE: Got KO’d in a 3 ½-length-gap speed duel 
in first start of the meet, but looms a threat to shake loose up front 
so don’t ignore.
LOGI: Started last in first race since December and was the only 
horse in the race to make a dent from off the pace, getting a brief lead 
before running out of stream. Try again in return from the sidelines.
MS. TRISH S: Was unprepared for the start, just as the eventual winner 
got out to a long solo easy lead. Did as well as possible for second 
and looks good next time.
NET FREE: Broke last, then rushed up into a four-length-gap speed 
duel and beat the early challenger for second. Just needs a clean start.
TIZAMINT: Rushed to the lead and into a three-length-gap duel and 
faded when needing a race off nearly a six-month layoff. Fits vs. the 
local maiden claimers.
YOUNG CORBETT: Percolated into a three-way, six-length-gap speed 
duel and did best of the speeds for second and is knocking on the 
door vs. maiden claimers.

HAWTHORNE

4✰SPECIAL:– LEGENDARY VISION: Oaklawn invader reared 
at the break to start last and spot the field several lengths, but circled 
the field and beat the odds-on favorite to win as much the best. Likely 
repeater.
LONGSHOT –VANDERBOOM RIDGE: Missed the break and finished 
sixth, but actually finished only 1 ½ lengths out of second after the 
troubled beginning and can rebound with a good start.
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DRESSCODE VIOLATOR: Finished off the board when needing 
a race off a 10-month layoff, but rallied to lose by less than two 
lengths. Prepped and ready.
FOXTROT ROMEO: Missed the break and then rushed up to press 
and set the pace and got leg-weary late due to the early efforts. 
Ready to win in return from the three-month layoff.
GIANT MARK: Was the only off-the-pace horse to make a dent 
behind a slow pace but settled for third behind the front-runners. 
Knocking on the door at present.
LUCK LASTS: Got hooked in a 3 ½-length-gap speed duel and 
settled for second behind a perfect-trip stalker. Ready to go all the 
way up front.
MR. SHOOK: Well-bet first starter pressed a very fast pace and 
held on for second. Won’t remain a maiden for long.
NEWCOMB: Dueled on a blazing fast pace and held best of the 
speeds for fourth. Still a threat to shake loose up front.
PATTI KINSELLA: Pressed a loose speed 3-5 favorite and nearly 
caught that one until settling for second, four lengths clear of the 
third horse. Her turn next time.
QUICK SONG: Ran out of gas late when needing a race off a three-
month layoff. Can rebound in return from the sidelines.
SHARKZILLA: Broke last in a 10-horse field in return from nearly 
a six-month layoff, then rushed up to press and loose leader and 
faded to third due to the early efforts first off the bench. Too early 
to give up.
SILVER CHROME: Wiped out when crowded and interfered with 
in the stretch. Can make amends with clear sailing.

                

GOLDEN GATE

4✰SPECIAL:BEST BET ––GLOBAL EVENT: Shook loose on 
the lead, but not before getting hooked in a 10-length-gap speed duel. 
Paid the price late and settled for second, but looms a speed threat 
again next time.
LONGSHOT –RAVIZZONE: Never fully recovered after forced to be 
snatched-up when impeded in the chute. Live overlay based on the 
sixth-place finish.

FAIR GROUNDS
CAPTAIN TYREE: Battled on the pace throughout when second, 
beaten only a neck, in his latest; gelding has finished in the exacta 
in 15 of 29 career starts and can maintain sharp form.
FINISHLIKEAPRO: Raced with the pace and responded to pressure 
to score by a length and has kept solid form through two starts this 
year; in the exacta in half of his 16 lifetime starts, so stay with him.
GRIDIRON CAT: Hopped at the break, chased, checked late, and 
weakened to fifth when never able to get his rhythm as odds-on 
choice in his latest; try again off $30k-claim by trainer B. Cox (28% 
wins last year).
MY MAN COLTON: Made up plenty of ground to finish a close third 
when showing much-needed improvement on noteworthy class drop 
most recently; trainer M. Munna hit at 25% last year.
TEELFA: Moved wide and gained third when making her second start 
off two-month break most recently; goes forward for M. Nicks barn.

4✰SPECIAL:MORE THAN SHIRL: Moved wide and gained 
steadily in good effort to pick up third when cut back in distance and 
moved back to turf for his latest; sharper for experience.
LONGSHOT: LA REINA ISABEL: Showed improved early inter-
est when she chased the pace and weakened to fifth in her latest; 
good overall resume, she can jump up in upcoming third start of 
current form cycle.



SLIP THE CABLE:CT

SMACK RIDGE:SUN

SMOKIN’ SÉANCE:CT

SPIRIT LETS HEARIT:AQU

STORM PETREL:AQU

STORY TO TELL:AQU

STREAKS BRO:SUN

SUGAR FOOT ANNE:OP

SUNDAY ROSE:SUN

SWEET INVENTION:OP

TALLY MO:SA

TANGO DELTA:LRL

TEELFA:FG

TEREZA Z:TAM

THE GORILLA MAN:TP

THE RIDGE:TP

THE SQUIRE:CT

THIS DREAM OF MINE:MVR

THORNTON:TAM

TICKER TAPE PARADE:TAM

TIZ SHOPPING:TAM

TIZAMINT:HAW

TIZFUN:OP

TON EIGHTY:TUP

TWICE WITH ICE:MVR

UNREPENTED:AQU

VANDERBOOM RIDGE:HAW

WINGMAN:AQU

WOODLANDSWAY:TUP

YO BERBS:MVR

YOUNG CORBETT:HAW

YOUR SECRET’S SAFE:AQU

ZAPTUIT:GP

ZIPPITY ZOOM:LRL

FEARLESS PRINCESS:GP

FINISHLIKEAPRO:FG

FLATTER CHATTER:TP

FLOATING BY:CT

FOR CASH:TUP

FOXTROT ROMEO:GG

FUNNY SURPRISE:PRX

GATOR DON’T PLAY:SA

GETINTHELAMBORGHINI:TUP

GETTING YOU HOME:SUN

GIANT ENDING:AQU

GIANT MARK:GG

GLOBAL EVENT:GG

GOLD CRESCENT:PEN

GOLDEN MAN:CT

GRIDIRON CAT:FG

HOLD ON MOMMA:AQU

INDIAN TIVA:SUN

IREDELL:LRL

IT’S YOUR NICKEL:TP

J EDGAR:PEN

JAMIE’S JAMMIN:AQU

JOHNNY JUMP UP:PEN

JOKERS TO THE RIGHT:CT

JUST A TASTE:PRX

KIWANDA:TAM

KOPITAR:SA

L X SUNRISE:LRL

LA REINA ISABEL:FG

LADDIE BOY:TAM

LAST BEST WEST:SUN

LEADEM IN KEN:TUP

LEGENDARY VISION:HAW

LIGHTHOUSE SOUND:TAM

LIL MISS BLUE EYES:OP

LILY’S PEAK:PRX

LINE:SA

LOGI:HAW

LORI’S STORE:GP

LUCK LASTS:GG

LUCKYALLMYLIFE:MVR

MAGICIAN MAN:OP

MAI TY ONE ON:GP

MATAR:TP

MELLOW FELLOW:TP

METALLIC:LRL

METAURUS:AQU

MISS BARTOLAZZO:SA

MISSCHIEF MAAS:GP

MORE THAN SHIRL:FG

MR. RIGHT:OP

MS. TRISH S:HAW

MT VEEDER:SUN

MY MAN COLTON:FG

NATURAL WONDER:OP

NET FREE:HAW

NEWCOMB:GG

NOONAN ON THURSDAY:PEN

NOT MY NOTE:SUN

OFFICER RIDGE:CT

OH MARVELOUS ME:SA

ON THE FRINGE:AQU

P C COWBOY:OP

PAST TALK:GP

PATTI KINSELLA:GG

QUICK SONG:GG

R LUCKY CHARM:TAM

RAVIZZONE:GG

RECRUITING READY:LRL

RED AGUIA:GP

REMAIN SILENT:PRX

REY ASTRAY:GP

RHYTHM BLUES:PEN

ROCK VICTOR:TUP

ROCKETANN:SA

ROCKY PARADE:MVR

ROHANA:SUN

RUNAWAY GHOST:SUN

S.S. MINNOW:PRX

SALSAMON:MVR

SASSAFRAS SPRINGS:CT

SASSY OLIVIA ANN:OP

SCHOUT BAY:AQU

SECRET REVEALED:TUP

SEEKINGTHEPERFECT:TAM

SENSATIONAL NOTION:CT

SENSE OF GLORY:SA

SEVEN TORRENTS:TUP

SHARKZILLA:GG

SILVER CHROME:GG

A J ’S MOJO:MNR

A NEW TREND:SA

AARON’S TAP:CT

ABBREVIATE:GP

ACTIVELY ENGAGED:PEN

AHOYMYCAPTAIN:HAW

ALWAYSMYPLEASURE:HAW

ANOTHER WHIZ:TUP

ANSWER QUIETLY:MVR

ARCH ARCH BABY:OP

ARTICULATE:TAM

ATILLAS GIFT:SUN

BALAC:AQU

BALANDEEN:OP

BATTERY:AQU

BEAUZIGGITY:PEN

BELLA ANATOLA:SUN

BELLA CARMELLA:HAW

BETWEEN THE LINES:AQU

BIONDETTI’S CHOICE:GP

BLUE SHINE:PRX

BOY HOWDY:SA

BRAVE ACT:MVR

BRITE RULER:TUP

CABBY JOSHTIN:TP

CAPTAIN TYREE:FG

CATFISH HUNTER:SA

CATSKILL FLYER:TAM

CAUTIOUS GIANT:SA

CHARITABLE BOUND:CT

CHECKBOUNCIN BILLY:PRX

CLUBMAN:LRL

COASTED:GP

CONQUEST SMARTEE:SA

COUNTESS ST MICHELE:HAW

CUTTIN EDGE TECH:CT

DANZING CANDY:SA

DEPUTY DANE:MVR

DERBY CHAMPAGNE:GP

DEWEY:SUN

DRESSCODE VIOLATOR:GG

DUVAL ST:MVR

DYNAMITE JILL:OP

EKATI WILDCAT:SUN

EL MOZO:GP

ELOQUENT MOMENT:TP
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